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QUESTION: 55
DRAG DROP
Drag Drop the BMC building blocks from the left on to the questions they answer on the
right.

Answer:
Exhibit

QUESTION: 56
Which statement is true?

A. A viewpoint is the perspective of an individual user.
B. A view can be generic and stored in libraries for later reuse.
C. Some views do not have associated viewpoints.
D. A view is perspective of an individual user.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 57
You are proposing a solution to a group and a member of the audience is being critical
of you proposal. Which tactic is recommended for engaging with this audience type?

A. Acknowledge their concerns and move on.
B. Defend your proposal with evidence.

C. Marginalize their concerns to the rest of the group.
D. Build a bond with the audience member.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 58
Which two benefits are provided by the Cisco Business architecture approach?

A. It provides high degree of interaction with business leaders and stakeholders.
B. It enhances post-sales technical support capabilities.
C. It allows customers to achieve measurable business value
D. It allows the sale of technology-specific products and software.
E. It enables the discussion of data center technologies with the customer

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 59
Which tool is sued to gain and leverage knowledge of a business?

A. Cisco commerce workspace
B. Business model canvas
C. solution maturity index
D. Total cost of ownership

Answer: A

QUESTION: 60
How would information technology infrastructure library be characterized?

A. It resources should be organized, processes documented, functions and roles of IT
service management (ITSM) defined
B. It resources should be organized, leadership styles identified, network designs created
and how to best buy equipment
C. It resources should be organized, leadership styles identified, network designs created
and roles of IT Service management (ITSM) defined
D. It resources should be organized, processes documented, network designs created and
how to best buy equipment

Answer: C
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